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A B S T R A C T

This paper investigates the performance of New LIVES Index for PMU-based voltage stability monitoring and
introduces an on-line local measurement-based voltage stability margin estimation method. Calculations of
maximum power transfer, as well as estimation of the error with respect to the long-term voltage instability
onset in the presence of system losses are given analytically for a radial system. Simulations on two indicative
case studies, namely a radial system and an IEEE test system are used to assess the performance of the above
concepts.

1. Introduction

Today’s ongoing energy transition, combined with the limited
transmission system reinforcements and the variable nature of the ever-
increasing renewable energy generation penetration have gradually
resulted in operation of Power Systems closer to their capability limits,
posing a threat on system Voltage Stability and Security [1,2]. It is well
known that stressed system operation can result in blackouts with
catastrophic economic consequences [3]. Therefore, on-line Voltage
Stability monitoring is still a fundamental factor of Power System Op-
eration and continues to attain great research attention globally.

Instability monitoring can be performed either centralized (using
full system model and complete state information) or locally using only
available measurements. The centralized approach can estimate the
exact voltage instability onset [4,5], however, the complete knowledge
of power system state through PMU measurements is still not feasible.
On the other hand, real-time decentralized local voltage stability
monitoring methods do not rely on system model and they have no
need for telecommunications and are thus appropriate for issuing
alarms that will help to mitigate and even avoid voltage instability and
collapse.

A large part of the early literature on local Voltage Stability on-line
monitoring through real-time measurements is based on the impedance
matching approach [6–8]. The use of impedance matching theory,
however, has certain limitations, such as the assumption of constant
load power factor at the point of phasor measurement. In large scale
power systems on the other hand, PMU devices at the transmission level
monitor relatively wide load areas, where several types of composite
loads and distributed generation are connected through a meshed

network. In this respect the assumption of constant power factor for the
measured load is quite inaccurate and may result in considerable errors,
regarding the instability onset detection. Also, the effect of other loads,
upstream or in parallel with the monitored part of the system influence
the calculated Thevenin equivalent, which is variable and thus does not
conform to the impedance matching theorem assumptions. For in-
stance, in Ref. [9] it was shown that in a two-load system impedance
matching conditions as monitored on the one load appear long after the
instability onset, which depends on both loads.

Even though the exact calculation of instability onset requires
knowledge of the complete power system state including generator
overexcitation conditions, as explained in Refs. [2,4] and [5], an ap-
proximate estimation based exclusively on local measurements is still
possible. In order to set up such a problem of approximate decen-
tralized, measurement-based Voltage Instability monitoring, it is useful
to define an upstream, as well as a downstream power network. Several
research efforts attempt to calculate an equivalent upstream and
downstream power system [10,11] relying on PMU measurements,
based on which to estimate voltage instability onset.

A good estimation of voltage instability onset for a load area can be
provided in real-time, if the boundary buses are monitored through
PMU measurements, as shown in Ref. [12], where the sensitivity of
transferred active power to apparent conductance is used as an Index.
Nonetheless, the following issues remain open:

• The error introduced by power losses downstream from the PMU
location has an influence on the instability detection that needs to
be assessed.
• A real-time estimation of stability margin i.e. the distance between
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measured load power and maximum power transfer is also required.

In this paper two test power systems are utilized to investigate the
above considerations. The first one is a simple radial power system and
is analysed in detail, so that analytical formulas are extracted. The
second one is the IEEE Nordic test System and is simulated in Section 6.
The radial system is shown in Fig. 1, where a PMU is assumed to be
installed at the intermediate bus between an assumed Thévenin
equivalent upstream network and a load bus, fed through a transmis-
sion line (downstream network).

The main contribution of this paper with respect to earlier work by
the authors [12] is the introduction of a method to estimate the active
power (MW) voltage stability margin in real time based solely on
measurements taken at a transmission bus, as well as the investigation
of the effect of downstream network losses to the maximum power
transmitted.

The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 a short review of the
maximum power transfer and impedance matching theorems is pre-
sented, along with the voltage stability Index definition and its im-
plementation considerations. The performance of the Index in the radial
system in the presence power losses, as well as in the lossless case is
analysed in Section 3 by extracting analytical formulas and showing the
impact of several different system parameters. In Section 4, the Voltage
Stability margin estimation method based on local measurements is
presented conceptually, while numerical results for the radial system
case study are presented in Section 5 and for the IEEE Nordic test
system in Section 6 respectively. Main conclusions and further con-
siderations are summarized in Section 7.

2. Maximum power conditions and Index definition

2.1. Radial test system description

A radial power system with given ideally constant voltage source Ê
and equivalent Thévenin impedance is assumed in Fig. 1. The PMU at
the intermediate transmission bus measures phasors V̂ and Î and can
therefore calculate the apparent downstream impedance, as well as the
active and reactive power transferred to the downstream network. It
should be noted that the problem of determining an upstream and a
downstream network with information from a specific transmission bus
may not be an easy task [13]. Two different network configurations are
considered, one in which the network is lossless (i.e. = =R R 01 2 ) and
one including losses to highlight their effect.

In both configurations a constant power factor load is assumed, as
well as a constant network. The constant power factor load implies that
the imaginary part of the admittance = +Y G jBL L L depends on the
real part, that is

=B GL L (1)

where =a tan and =PF cos is assumed lagging for a > 0.

2.2. Maximum power conditions

For the system in Fig.1 the consumed load active power PL is:
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If Ê , line impedances and power factor are all considered constant,
then the load active power is a function only of the independent vari-
able GL. It is well known that maximum power transfer ( Pmax L) occurs
when the following expression holds for the load admittance, according
to the impedance matching theorem [14]:
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and the corresponding maximum load power is:
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This impedance matching cannot be directly detected by the PMU at
the intermediate bus measuring V̂ and Î , because R2 and X2 are included
in the apparent impedance measured by the PMU. In other words, the
PF seen from the intermediate bus is not constant and thus the im-
pedance matching condition does not correspond to maximum power
transferred. The actual load impedance is also unknown in general.

2.3. New LIVES Index (NLI)

The voltage stability Index originally presented in Ref. [12] is called
New LIVES Index (NLI) and is defined as:

=NLI P
G (5)

where G represents the apparent conductance and P the active power,
both as seen from the measuring device, i.e. in this case the PMU at the
intermediate bus:

=G Re I V{ˆ/ ˆ } (6)

and

=P Re VI{ ˆ ˆ }* (7)

and P, G refer to the difference between two consequtive measur-
ments of P and G.

In practice, all measured signals are sampled at a constant high
sampling rate and contain noise as well as irrelevant information due to
short-term system dynamics not related to long-term voltage stability.
This complicates the calculation of the NLI Index, as noise is expected to
be further amplified when computing differences, such as in (5).

Thus, the same filtering approach as in Ref. [12] has been deployed,
which utilizes the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) on calculatedG
and P signals and generates at discrete time instants tk (not necessarily
equidistant) the piecewize DC signals G t( )f k and P t( )f k . With this no-
tation, NLI is calculated as:

= =NLI
P t P t
G t G t

P t
G t

( ) ( )
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f k f k

f k f k

f k

f k

1
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Fig. 2 illustrates the concept of the generated piecewise DC signals
from the initial input signals P and G, containing noise.

A new value NLIk is calculated with (8) only for positive enough
increments of Gf and when absolute P t( )f k is greater than a specified
threshold, i.e. when the following conditions hold:

>P| |f (9)

>Gf (10)

Thus, the NLI responds to load demand growth and not to mea-
surement noise or irrelevant disturbances. Finally, a moving average of
the NLI can also be used to further smoothen the effect of sudden
changes in a real system at the cost of a small extra delay in issuing the
alarm.

In Ref. [12] it is shown, that NLI can monitor exactly voltage in-
stability when the PMU is placed at the load bus, whereas in a general

Fig. 1. Radial system with losses and constant power factor load.
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transmission network an approximation is involved. The following
Section elaborates on the NLI performance in a radial power system,
considering the effects of power losses.

3. Effect of losses on NLI performance

3.1. Lossless radial system

In the lossless radial system ( = =R R 01 2 ) the apparent load con-
ductance as seen from the PMU bus is the following function of the load
conductance GL:

= = +
+ + +

G Re I V G
a X G

{ˆ/ ˆ } (1 )
1 [ (1 )]

L

L

2

2
2 2 (11)

At the point of maximum power transfer the Index defined in (8)
switches from positive to negative values, while GL increases [12]. This
holds because after the maximum power transfer the transmitted power

=P PL starts to decrease, while the apparent conductance continues to
increase. The following relation between the load conductance at
maximum powerGL P,max and at maximum apparent conductanceGL G,max
ensures that the NLI changes sign exactly at the point of maximum
power transfer (voltage stability limit) in this case:
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3.2. Radial network with losses

If transmission losses are considered it is obvious that P exceeds PL
and will thus reach maximum at a different operating point than PL. The
apparent conductance measured at the PMU transmission bus is given
as the following function of load conductance:
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The load conductance value corresponding to the maximum of (13)
is:

=
+ +
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The load consumed active power was given in (2), while the
transmitted active power measured by the PMU is given the following
expression respectively:
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If E , X1, X2, R1, R2 and are constant, PL and P are both functions
only of GL. At the maximum of PL condition (3) holds, while (15) is
maximized for the following value of load conductance:
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Clearly the impedance matching condition holds only for the load
power, while the measured transmitted power is maximized at a dif-
ferent value of load conductance.

From (14) and (16) it follows that for >X 01 and >R 01 :

<G GL P L G,max ,max (17)

which means that the apparent conductance G continues to increase
with load GL, even after the point of maximum power transfer Pmax .

On the other hand, comparison of (3) and (16) shows that for
>R P0,2 is maximized after PL when the following condition holds:

+ + < + + + +R R a X X a R R X X( ) ( ) 1 ( ) ( )1 2 1 2
2

1 2
2

1 2
2

which in turn can be proven to hold for all PFs. This leads to the gen-
eralized conclusion that for the radial system case of Fig. 1:

G GL P L P,max ,maxL (18)

with the equality holding for R2 = 0, as already discussed.
Thus, in the presence of downstream losses NLI becomes negative at

the point of maxP which occurs after maxPL for increasing load con-
ductance, in other words it issues a delayed instability alarm. The dif-
ference between load conductance for the maximum measured power
and the load conductance corresponding to maximum load power is a
measure of this discrepancy:

=G G G 0M L P L P,max ,max L (19)

The delay of the voltage instability onset due to line resistance can
be quantified (in per cent) as:

=e G
G

M

L P,max L (20)

4. Voltage stability margin estimation

The voltage stability margin estimation method proposed here is
based on local measurements at the PMU bus and makes usage of the
NLI Index. The main idea is to use the available P and G measurements
to generate interpolating polynomials, which estimate the power
transfer trend, and thus the maximum power transfer to the down-
stream network.

Consider the following three pairs of filtered signals Gf and Pf as
described in Section 2.3. For every three successive NLI calculations
ending at tk , we define the following pairs:

=G P G t P t[ , ] [ ( ), ( )]f k f k0 0 2 2 (21)

=G P G t P t[ , ] [ ( ), ( )]f k f k1 1 1 1 (22)

=G P G t P t[ , ] [ ( ), ( )]f k f k2 2 (23)

An interpolation polynomial of the second order is calculated when
the following conditions hold:

> >P t P t( ) ( )f k f k 1 (24)

<NLI NLI 0k k 1 (25)

i.e. when for two consecutive time instants there is an increase of active
power transfer Pf and a decrease of the corresponding NLI. The max-
imum value of the interpolating function estimates the voltage stability

Fig. 2. Apparent conductance, active power and respective filtered signals.
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(maximum power) limit. An apparent conductance increase is implied
anyway during the time interval t t[ , ]k k2 , because otherwise Pf (and
NLIk) would not have been calculated at the corresponding time in-
stants.

The interpolating function is a second-degree Lagrange polynomial
[15] calculated at time tk :

=
=

p G P L G( ) ( )k
j

j j
0

2

2,
(26)

Function L G( )j2, is a second degree polynomial corresponding to the
pair G P[ , ]j j and has the property that =L G( ) 0j i2, when i j and

=L G( ) 1j i2, when =i j, thus in the general case of n-degree-polynomial
(corresponding to +n 1 pairs G P G P[ , ] [ , ]n n0 0 ) it is:
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… …
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Conditions (24) and (25) guarantee that the second order poly-
nomial will have a maximum for >G G2.

We define the maximum value attained by the interpolating poly-
nomial p G( )k with the following notation:

=P t p Gˆ ( ) max ( )k k (28)

The estimated margin PM at time tk is calculated according to the
following expression:

=P t P t P t( ) ˆ ( ) ( )M k k f k (29)

5. Numerical results (radial system)

For the purposes of assessing the performance of NLI and the margin
estimation method, two case studies are presented, each one with dis-
tinct characteristics, namely a radial system in this Section and the
Nordic IEEE Test-System [16] in the next one. Since in the radial system
case analytical formulas are extracted, both GM and e are calculated.

5.1. Radial system data

In the radial system of Fig. 1 two sub-cases are considered, namely
one where the system is lossless and no measurement noise is in-
corporated, and one where losses are included and where noise is su-
perimposed in the PMU measurements. The lossless radial case focuses
on the exact instability onset identification by the NLI, while the one
with losses on the approximation error and the effect of noise on PMU
measurements.

In the second radial system case both measurements of V̂ and Î are
assumed to contain Gaussian noise, in the form of an associated su-
perimposed phasor. Thus, each measured by the PMU current and
voltage phasor is assumed to be of the following form:

= +V V meˆ ˆ (1 )measured
j (30)

where m and θ are random numbers. Parameter m follows a normal
distribution with standard deviation σ and mean value μ, while para-
meter θ uniform distribution in ° °[0 , 360 ].

In Table 1 the parameters for the two radial network cases are
presented. The left column of Table 1 lists the common radial network
parameters, while the right column the additional ones of the case in-
cluding losses. Values for parameters μ and σ of random variable m are
shown in Table 2. Table 3 contains the NLI thresholds of (9) and (10),
whereas the resulting critical apparent conductance values, as well as
the corresponding error e for each network case are shown in Table 4.

Both numerical examples of the radial system consider a constant
ramp increase of load conductance GL from zero up to a maximum
predetermined value, large enough so that the system exceeds its power
transfer limit and long-term voltage instability occurs.

5.2. Lossless radial system without noise

For the case of the lossless and noiseless radial system, Fig. 3 shows
the resultant graphs of =P PL as a function of load conductance GL, as
well as the calculated NLI.

The abscissa of all presented figures is GL in pu, but if a constant
load demand ramp is assumed this is also an indication of time (for the
NLI calculations). All points where NLI is calculated are marked with a
dot and between two successive calculations GL is increased by pu0.2 .

As Fig. 3 shows, in the lossless radial case NLI becomes negative at

Table 1
Network parameters.

Radial system parameters

Lossless system System with losses

E 1.00 pu R1 0.05 pu
X1 0.15 pu R2 0.03 pu
X2 0.20 pu
Load PF 1.0

Table 2
Gaussian noise parameters.

Parameter Value

m 0.033
µm 0

Table 3
NLI filtering parameters.

Parameter value

ε 10−4 pu
η 10−3 pu

Table 4
Radial system results.

Lossless With losses

GL P,max 2.86 pu GL P,max 3.09 pu
GL PL,max 2.86 pu GL PL,max 2.79 pu
e 0 e 0.11 pu

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

maxP = max P L

NLI

Fig. 3. Lossless case, PL, P and NLI plots.
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its first calculation after the onset of instability, as was expected. Since
no losses are involved in this case GL P,max and GL P,max L coincide, i.e. the
error GM and percent delay e are both zero.

In Fig.4 the calculated margins during the load increase are shown.
As can be seen, the estimated maximum power remains within a band
of pu0.3 and approaches the actual limit Pmax L, as the operating point
gradually reaches the instability onset. The estimated maximum active
power P̂ is the maximum value of each interpolating polynomial, as
explained in Eq. (28). It is noted that the last NLI calculation on which
(24) and (25) hold occurs at approximately =G pu2.81L a little before
the maximum at =G pu2.86L is reached. After this point no further
margin estimations are performed because (24) and (25) cease to hold

<P( 0)f .

5.3. Effect of losses and noise

In the second case, noise is included in the measurements of Î and V̂
according to (30). In addition, network losses are nonzero.

In Fig. 5, (3) and (16) are plotted as functions of =a tan for the
network parameters of Table 1. As seen in the figure, expression (18) is
verified also numerically. As discussed, this implies a delayed alarm
issued by the NLI method, as well as a positive GM and e.

Fig. 6 shows the resultant graphs of P and PL, as well as the

calculated NLI. The NLI exhibits some fluctuations compared to the
previous case without noise and losses, but shows a clear trend towards
zero, crossing it slightly after the maximum power transfer. The delayed
zero crossing by the NLI (occurs at Pmax , after Pmax L) is explained by
(18).

In Fig. 6, GL P,max is seen to be somewhat different compared to the
one in Table 4. The discrepancy occurs due to the noise added to the
measurements of Î and V̂ , while the calculated value in Table 4 is de-
rived from (3). In Fig. 7 the calculated margins are presented.

All estimated maximum power values remain within a band of pu0.2
and they gradually approach the maximum transmitted active power

Pmax . The effect of noise in the PMU measurements is reflected on the
slight fluctuations of the estimated margins. The corresponding Pmax
value in Fig. 7 has been computed numerically by using the MATLAB
max function. It corresponds to the maximum measured value of the
PMU and thus includes noise, which has an impact on the maximum
measured value. This value differs slightly from the one that would
have been obtained by maximizing (15) with respect to GL.

From the corresponding figures it is evident that despite the slight
discrepancy with respect to the maximum estimated transmitted active
power due to the noise and downstream network losses, a relatively
accurate margin estimation in terms of active power is timely calculated
for the case of a simple radial system

Fig. 4. P̂ , Pf and margin PM for lossless case.

Fig. 5. Graphs of GL P,max and GL PL,max for leading and lagging PF .

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

0
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0.8

1

1.2
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PL

NLI

ΔGM

Fig. 6. Case with included losses, PL, P and NLI plots.
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Fig. 7. Estimated maximum active power P̂max and margin P with losses.
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In addition, when applying NLI, as well as the margin calculation
method in a meshed power system, as in the following section, the
delay GM , as shown previously in Fig. 6, in predicting the instability
onset, and the resulting over-estimation of margin, as shown in Fig. 7, is
somehow offset by the discrepancy between maximum power transfer
in the corridor and the actual instability point, as discussed in [12].

6. Nordic test system

6.1. System description

The performance of the voltage stability margin estimation method
is assessed in this Section using the IEEE Nordic test system depicted in
Fig. 8. The system is described in full detail in [16] including network
data, initial operating points and all controller modelling and data in-
cluding generator saturation, as well as turbine/governor and AVR
systems.

Full-time-scale simulation is performed with RAMSES software de-
veloped in the University of Liege [17]. Loads are represented as
lumped consumptions at the secondary of HV/MV substations, with a
constant current active and constant impedance reactive characteristic.

Load restoration to constant power occurs implicitly through the Load
Tap Changers (LTC) at the substation transformers.

The system consists of four areas: (i) the Northern Area, which in-
cludes mainly hydro generation; (ii) a simple equivalent external
system connected to the North; (iii) the Southern Area which is weakly
connected with the rest of the system, and (iv) the Central Area, which
constitutes the main consumption area having only a few thermal
power plants. The transmission system consists of long 400 kV trans-
mission lines, as well as some 220 and 130 kV lines. The main power
transfer corridor is formed by the transmission lines between boundary
sending buses 4021, 4031, 4032 and boundary receiving buses 4041,
4042 and 4044, transferring power from the Northern to Central Area.
The system can exhibit long-term voltage instability in case there is a
corridor line contingency and the system consumption is restored
through LTC mechanisms, while reactive power limits are imposed by
Overexcitation Limiter (OEL) activation at the generators in Central
area.

A PMU is assumed to be installed on each boundary receiving bus,
namely on buses 4041, 4042 and 4044, measuring the bus voltage, as
well as the corresponding imported current from the transmission
corridor lines i.e.:

Fig. 8. IEEE Nordic Test System.
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=I Iˆ ˆi
k K

ik
i (31)

where Ki is the set of corridor lines connected to receiving boundary
bus i.

Each PMU calculates the corresponding incoming active power re-
ceived by the boundary bus, as well as the apparent conductance of the
downstream system. The net incoming power is:

=P Re V I{ ˆ ˆ }i i i
*

(32)

whereas the conductance as seen by each PMU is computed according
to (6):

=G Re I V{ˆ*/ ˆ }i i i (33)

Two scenarios are simulated, similar with the ones presented in Ref.
[16]. As explained in Ref. [16], Scenario A is marginally unstable, while
Scenario B is stable. The disturbances for each scenario are identical,
but the initial operating point is different as explained in Ref. [16].

Before the simulated disturbance of [16] which consists of a short-

Fig. 9. Bus 4041 active power and apparent conductance (unstable scenario).

Fig. 10. Bus 4041 active power and apparent conductance during contingency
(Unstable case).

Fig. 11. Bus 4041 NLI (blue) and NLI (dashed) time response (unstable case).

Fig. 12. Bus 4042 active power and apparent conductance during contingency
(unstable case).

Fig. 13. Bus 4042 NLI (blue) and NLI (dotted) time responses (unstable case).
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circuit followed by a corridor line disconnection, in this paper two
opposite load demand ramps are simulated to help initialize the NLI
Index: First a load ramp-down followed by a ramp-up, each with ± 7%
total variation lasting for 1000 s. During the second of these ramps the
NLI is initialized at each boundary receiving bus as in an ordinary daily
system operation. The net result of the two ramps is to bring back the
system approximately to the same operating point as the initial one
with the NLI values properly initialized. After the demand ramp-up is
completed, a solid three-phase fault occurs at line 4032–4044 at the line
end near bus 4032. The short-circuit is cleared after 100 ms and isolated
through the line disconnection.

Bus 4044 is no longer a boundary bus after the line disconnection,
since the remaining power flows arrive from the adjacent receiving end
buses 4041 and 4042. Thus, bus 4044 will be excluded from stability
monitoring. The downstream apparent load conductance increase is of
course more complex in this case compared to the radial system pre-
sented in the previous Section, since each PMU calculates a con-
ductance which represents a downstream power system area instead of
an individual load, consisting of generator units, transmission lines, as
well as lumped loads equipped with discrete LTC mechanisms.

6.2. Point A: unstable response

In the unstable scenario, the analysis focuses on the effectiveness of

the proposed method to estimate voltage stability margin prior to in-
stability detection and thus provide an earlier indication of the in-
coming instability. NLI performance for instability onset identification
has already been presented in [12]. The only difference is the time shift
due to the two initial demand ramps.

In Fig. 9 the incoming active power and apparent conductance at
receiving boundary bus 4041 is presented.

The contingency occurs at about 2300 s. It can be observed that
during the initial ramps active power P4041 and apparent conductance
G4041 exhibit a similar behaviour reflecting stable system response,
where decreasing apparent conductance corresponds to decreasing ac-
tive power demand and vice versa. This pattern does not hold, however,
after the line disconnection as seen more clearly in Fig. 10, where the
system response shortly before and after the line contingency is pre-
sented in more detail. As seen, line disconnection causes an abrupt
change in both imported active power and apparent conductance. The
resulting electromechanical oscillations die out after approximately
30 s. At about the same time the LTCs start to restore load at the Central
Area. The received active power exhibits a transient local minimum
approximately between =t s2350 and =t 2380 s while the apparent
conductance (reflecting downstream demand) increases slightly. This,
however, does not raise an alarm due to the filtering aspects discussed
in Section 2.3.

In Fig. 11 the evolutions of calculated NLI (dashed red line) and its

Fig. 14. (a) Bus 4041 filtered trajectory, (b) maximum power tracking and (c) margin estimation (unstable case).
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Fig. 15. (a) Bus 4042 filtered trajectory, (b) maximum power tracking and (c) margin estimation (unstable case).

Fig. 16. Bus 4041 active power and apparent conductance (stable case).
Fig. 17. Bus 4042 active power and apparent conductance (stable case).
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averaged value NLI (blue line) at bus 4041 is depicted. One minute
approximately after the disturbance, at simulation time =t s2360 , NLI
values exhibit some fluctuations, after which a decreasing pattern ap-
pears at the average NLI. The moving average of the NLI becomes ne-
gative at time =t 2445 s approximately, indicating instability onset.

Figs. 12 and 13 depict the transmitted active power and apparent
conductance, and the NLI values respectively for the receiving
boundary bus 4042. As can be observed, the behaviour is quite similar to
that for bus 4041, indicating that the Central Area demand cannot be
restored due to the weakened system and corresponding reduced power
transfer capability after the line disconnection.

In Fig. 14 (a) the trajectories in the G P space corresponding to
the filtered values Pi f, and Gi f, for bus 4041 and the calculated inter-
polating polynomials are illustrated. It can be observed that in the
G P space, the margin estimation method is able to identify that the
system trajectory tends to reach a maximum power transfer point. In
Fig. 14(a) one of the generated polynomials does not obtain a maximum
value within the assumed operational window of apparent conductance
G, since it tends to increase beyond the value =G pu20 .

In Fig. 14(b) it is seen that the first interpolating polynomial is
calculated at around =t 2390 s, e.g. approximately 40 s before the in-
stability onset. This time window allows the option of performing au-
tomated preventive countermeasures such as emergency reactive power
support. It should be mentioned that during the voltage instability in-
cident the transmission system voltages in the corridor are above
1.0 pu, indicating no obvious voltage instability issue in the system.

Finally, in Fig. 14(c) the resultant voltage stability margin estima-
tion is depicted as function of calculation time. It can be observed that
although the evolution of the pattern is not as smooth as for the radial
system in Figs. 4 or 7, a convergence between the estimated maximum
value and the actual transferred active power can be observed, illus-
trating the validity of the proposed measurement-based method.

In Fig. 15 the same plots are drawn for bus 4042. In Fig. 15 (a) the
trajectory and polynomials are drawn in the G P space, while in
Fig. 15(b) the estimated maximum power and the actual transfer are
shown. It is seen that the first estimate is achieved at =t 2435 s, i.e. in
less than 10 s before the receiving boundary bus imported active power
attains its maximum value which causes the issue of an alarm. Clearly
for this bus there is less advance warning for preventive measures and
only corrective action after the issue of the alarm is possible. Finally, in
Fig. 15(c) the reduced margin is shown as the system approaches
maximum power transfer.

Fig. 18. Bus 4041 NLI and NLI time responses (stable case).

Fig. 19. Bus 4042 NLI and NLI time responses (stable case).

Fig. 20. Bus 4041 filtered trajectory and maximum power tracking (stable case).

Fig. 21. Bus 4042 discrete trajectory and maximum power tracking (stable
case).
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6.3. Point B: stable response

When the system is operating initially at point B, following the same
sequence of disturbances the response of the system is stable. The same
initialization ramps are simulated to initialize NLI prior to the con-
tingency. The time responses of imported power P and apparent con-
ductance G at the receiving boundary buses 4041 and 4042 are depicted
in Figs. 16 and 17 respectively.

As seen, after the contingency occurring at time =t 2300 s, the
system reaches eventually a new long-term equilibrium, where the in-
itial load demand is restored. A steep ramp-up is observed after the
post-disturbance transient in both P and G time responses, resulting
from the LTC dynamics leading to the establishment of a new long-term
equilibrium point.

In Figs. 18 and 19 the evolutions of the NLI (dashed red line) and its
corresponding averaged value NLI¯ (blue line) for buses 4041 and 4042
respectively are depicted. It is observed that in both boundary buses the
NLIs retain values far from zero, thus indicating sufficient voltage sta-
bility margin during the system response.

As seen in Figs. 18 and 19, the pre-contingency values of NLI for
both boundary buses are higher for the secure operating point B with
respect to the insecure operating point A. More specifically the NLI is
0.8 instead of 0.6 for bus 4041, and 0.9 instead of 0.5 for bus 4042. This
shows a good correlation between pre-contingency NLI values and se-
curity margin, even though it is difficult to set an a priori security
threshold for NLI¯ , which for the specific system contingency would be
close to 0.6.

In Figs. 20 and 21 the filtered trajectories of buses 4041 and 4042 on
the G P space are presented. As can be observed, there is a dis-
continuity during the line contingency and the post-contingency tra-
jectory settles at a final long-term equilibrium. No interpolating poly-
nomials need to be calculated in this case, since the NLI values do not
follow a descending pattern for consecutive calculations. The fact that
no interpolating polynomials are calculated is another indication (apart
from the higher pre-contingency NLI values) that the system is not
prone to an imminent instability, thus there is no need to provide
preventive countermeasures.

Overall the security of case B is demonstrated not only by the po-
sitive values of NLI after the disturbance (no alarm issued), but also by
the higher pre-contingency NLI values and the fact that there was no
need to compute stability margins.

7. Conclusions

In this paper two important issues relative to real-time voltage in-
stability monitoring were addressed, namely the effect of active losses
on the accuracy of maximum power estimation, and the possibility for a
measurement based only voltage stability margin estimation.

For the first issue, the performance of the local measurement-based
voltage stability Index NLI in a radial power system with losses was
investigated and analytical expressions associated with maximum
power transfer in the presence of losses were presented. It was shown
that the NLI measured from a PMU placed at an intermediate trans-
mission bus detects exactly the voltage instability onset in a radial
lossless system, while it is slightly delayed in the presence of network
losses. The degree of this delay was quantified in percentage of error
made in the estimation of the load conductance corresponding to
maximum power transfer. Further studies should be performed to es-
tablish the applicability of the NLI in actual system operation. A first
step will involve post-mortem analysis of actual voltage collapse in-
cidents, that can be replayed in simulation to determine the exact time
at which the Index would identify the instability, if it were in operation.
Also issues relative to measurement noise and filtering can be further
investigated in the process of actual system application.

The second point addressed was the introduction of a measurement-
based voltage stability margin estimation method. The method is based

on the information provided by the NLI during a long-term evolution, in
which NLI is progressively decreasing. The method does not rely on a
network model and utilizes interpolating polynomials of the calculated
active power and apparent conductance values measured at a trans-
mission system bus.

Numerical results for a radial network with and without network
losses and measurement noise verified the theoretical analysis pre-
sented in this paper and showed good performance of the NLI, as well as
of the margin estimation method.

A second test case was run using the IEEE Nordic Test System with
two operational scenarios, one resulting in voltage instability and one
with stable response to the same simulated contingency. For the un-
stable scenario it was observed that the margin estimation method
provides a number of stability margin calculations prior to the in-
stability alarm issued by the NLI. The stability margin calculations
however are quite close to the alarm, so the time window left is suffi-
cient only for automatic preventive control actions. In the stable sce-
nario, conditions for stability margin calculation were not met, re-
flecting a stable system response with no voltage instability indications.

Further research can focus on utilizing other means of calculating
the estimated maximum power at the receiving boundary buses of an
area prone to long-term voltage instability, such as regression techni-
ques. Furthermore, a case study on a real-world power system is
deemed appropriate for assessing the performance of the presented
topics in the paper in realistic case. It is also mentioned that some
polynomials tend to attain their maximum values at an apparent con-
ductance which is considerably larger than the one in which they are
calculated and can thus be considered as inaccurate and could be ex-
cluded, so as to avoid large deviations on the margin estimations.
Further research on this topic is also necessary.
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